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Summary
DNA replication
in mammalian cells occurs in discrete
nuclear foci. Here we show that terminally dlfferentiated myotubes can be induced to reenter S phase and
show the same pattern of replication
foci as cycling
cells. We used this cellular system to analyze the interaction of cell cycle proteins with these foci in vivo.
Cyclin A and cdk2, but not cyclln Bl and cdcl, were
speclflcally
localized at nuclear replication
foci, just
like the repllcatlon
protein proliferating
cell nuclear
antigen. A potential target of cyclin A and cdk2 Is the 34
kd subunit of replication protein A (RPA34). In contrast
with the 70 kd subunit, which localizes to the foci,
RPA34 was not detected at these replication
sites,
which may reflect a transient interaction.
The specific
localization
of cyclln A and cdk2 at nuclear replication
foci provides adirect link between cell cycle regulation
and DNA replication.
Introduction
The ultimate target of the regulatory crossroads that control cell duplication in eukaryotic cells resides in the transition from Gl to S phase. One of the major roles of cell
cycle regulation is to ensure that all DNA is replicated once
and only once per cell cycle (for a review see Laskey et al.,
1989). It has been estimated that the mammalian genome
contains about 50,000 origins of DNA replication (Huberman and Riggs, 1968) all of which become active at specific times during S phase (D’Andrea et al., 1983; Goldman
et al., 1984; Hatton et al., 1988). However, the relative
replication time of genes can change along with their transcriptional activity or chromosomal location (Dhar et al.,
1989; Calza et al., 1984). Although the mechanism coordinating the activation of replication origins remains unknown, it is believed that the spatial and structural organization of the genome within the nucleus might play an
important role in this regulation.
It has become increasingly clear that the mammalian
nucleus is highly organized into foci or compartments,
which spatially separate different biochemical processes
like ribosome assembly (Kumar and Warner, 1972), DNA
replication (Nakamura et al., 1986; Mills et al., 1989; Nakayasu and Berezney, 1989; van Dierendonck et al., 1989;
Fox et al., 1991; O’Keefe et al., 1992) and RNAprocessing

(Wang et al., 1991; Huang and Spector, 1991; Carter et
al., 1991; Spector et al., 1991; Xing et al., 1993; Carter
et al., 1993). Different proteins participating in the same
process are concentrated together in one functional compartment. DNA replication, for instance, occurs in discrete
patterns of nuclear foci that undergo characteristic
changes during S phase. Moreover, replication-associated protein proliferating
cell nuclear antigen (PCNA;
Bravo et al., 1987; Prelich et al., 1987) was shown to be
specifically localized at these DNA replication foci (Bravo
and Macdonald-Bravo,
1987). Recently DNA methyltransferase, which acts postreplicatively,
was also found at
these foci (Leonhardt et al., 1992).
The signal transduction pathway(s) connecting regulators of cell cycle and DNA replication still remains unclear
and controversial. Biochemical analysis is hampered by
the overlapping
substrate specificity of the cell cycleassociated kinases in vitro and does not take into account
the limited spatial and temporal availability of most cyclins
and cyclin-dependent
kinases (cdks). On the other hand,
transfection and microinjection experiments may lead to
erroneous conclusions, owing to the addition of unphysiologically high protein concentrations, which may override
feedback control mechanisms, for instance, by titrating
other regulators. Moreover, studies using different organisms cannot be easily compared, since there are differences among phyla and even species. For instance, different cyclin-kinase
combinations have been implicated in
the GllS phase transition in yeast (reviewed by Reed,
1991), Drosophila (Lehner et al., 1991), and Xenopus
(Fang and Newport, 1991). Thus far, microinjection and
transfection experiments, using rat and human cells, have
demonstrated a requirement of cyclin Dl and cyclin E during progression through Gl (Baldin et al., 1993; Ohtsubo
and Roberts, 1993) and of cyclin A and cdk2 for entry into
S phase (Girard et al., 1991; Pagan0 et al., 1992b; Zindy
et al., 1992; Pagan0 et al., 1993; Tsai et al., 1993).
One of the potential substrates for the cdc2 family of
kinases, providing a link between these cell cycle factors
and DNA replication, is RPA34, which is one of the three
subunits of replication protein A, a single-stranded
DNAbinding protein. Phosphorylation
of RPA34 occurs at the
onset of DNA replication (Din et al., 1990). As in most
aspects of cell cycle regulation, several potential RPA kinases with similar biochemical properties have been identified. In vitro, phosphorylation
of RPA34 could be accomplished by cdc2 kinase, containing either cyclin B or A
(Dutta et al., 1991; Dutta and Stillman, 1992) as well as
cdk2 immunoreactive
complexes (Elledge et al., 1992).
Physical association of cyclin A and cdc2 with replicating
SV40 DNA in vitro was also reported (Fotedar and Roberts,
1991). The fact that multiple cyclin-kinase
combinations
can substitute for each other in these in vitro studies once
more points to the limitations of the biochemical
approaches in identifying physiologically meaningful interactions. In addition to RPA34, several other replication proteins are regulated at the posttranslational
level, mostly
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by phosphorylation,
and are possible targets of cell cycleassociated kinases. Finally, as yet, the potential regulatory
role of the functional organization of the nucleus has been
scarcely addressed.
Most studies on cell cycle regulation have been performed in cycling cells. An alternative approach is to analyze how terminally differentiated cells withdraw from the
cell cycle and how they can be induced to reenter S phase.
The expression of SV40 large T antigen in terminally differentiated myotubes (C2SVTts cells) was shown to induce
DNA synthesis (Endo and Nadal-Ginard,
1989; Gu et al.,
1993). Here we show that these induced myotubes can
indeed undergo a program of DNA replication that in its
characteristic patterns is indistinguishable
from that of
“normal” cycling cells. We analyzed the expression and
subcellular distribution of proliferation-associated
proteins
by immunofluorescence
microscopy. This approach allowed the analysis of individual nuclei and furnished information about the spatial and temporal interplay between
cell cycle and DNA replication proteins. The specific localization of cyclin A and cdk2 at nuclear replication foci provided a direct link between cell cycle regulation and DNA
replication. These results show how the functional organization of the nucleus can provide clues about protein function in vivo.
Results
Induction of Cellular DNA Replication
by Large T
Antigen in Terminally
Differentiated
Myotubes
To study cell cycle regulation and DNA replication in myotubes, which are terminally differentiated and, therefore,
permanently withdrawn from the cell cycle (“committed”)
and biochemically
differentiated
(NadaCGinard,
1978;
Hastings and Emerson, 1984), might appear unorthodox.
Differentiated multinucleated myotubes do not reenter the
cell cycle or retrodifferentiate,
not even in response to
mitogen stimulation (Kiinigsberg et al., 1980; Stockdale
and Holtzer, 1981; Nadal-Ginard, 1978). No DNA synthesis could be measured in these differentiated myotubes,
and cell cycle and DNA replication proteins were generally
present only at a very low level, if at all (M. C. C., H. L.,
and B. N.-G., unpublished data).
DNA synthesis in myotubes can, however, be induced
by expression of SV40 large T antigen. The controlled
expression of large T antigen is possible in the C2SVTts
cell line, which was derived from the mouse skeletal muscle cell line C2 (Yaffe and Saxel, 1977) by stable transfection with a thermosensitive SV40 large T antigen mutant
gene under the control of the inducible metallothionein
I
gene promoter (Endo and Nadal-Ginard,
1989). Expression of large T antigen in C2SVTts myotubes was induced
by addition of Zn2+ and shifting to the permissive temperature (from 39OC to 33OC) and correlated with reinduction of
DNAsynthesisasvisualized
by bromodeoxyuridine(BrdU)
incorporation in continuously labeled cultures (Figures 1A
and 1B). After 1 day, induction of large T antigen had
usually occurred in over 90% of myotube nuclei, though
individual nuclei displayed different levelsof protein. Pulse
labeling with BrdU for5 min prior to fixation further showed

that DNA replication occurs in distinct nuclear compartments (Figure 1 C), and the pattern of the DNA replication
foci obtained in these induced myotubes was indistinguishable from the one observed in cycling cells (Nakamura et al., 1986). Moreover, DNA replication proteins like
PCNA are also specifically localized at these nuclear DNA
replication sites in myotubes (Figures 1 D and 1 E) just as
described for cycling cells (Bravo and MacDonald-Bravo,
1987, and references therein). The replication structures
in these stimulated myotube nuclei were identical to those
of cycling fibroblasts (see Figure 48).
Progression through S phase in this cellular system,
though, does not require continuous presence of active
large T antigen, since a 6-8 hr incubation
in Zn2+containing growth medium (GM) at33°Cfollowed
byashift
to nonpermissive conditions (GM without Zn2+ at 3S°C) for
16-21 hr did not prevent induction of DNA synthesis (data
not shown). Under these conditions, T antigen is not expressed, and preexisting T antigen molecules are inactive
at this nonpermissive temperature (see Ray et al., 1992,
and references therein). Together, these data show that
myotube nuclei retain the potential to undergo a wellcoordinated round of cellular DNA replication. Large T
antigen seems to be required for the reversal of terminal
differentiation but not for the progression through S phase.
This immunofluorescence
approach allows the analysis
of individual cells, as well as comparison, side by side, of
cycling myoblasts and myotubes before and after entering
S phase. This also avoids problems arising from mixed
cell populations encountered by biochemical approaches.
Moreover, it provides information about the subcellular
localization and the spatial and temporal relationship to
other proteins or biological processes.
Specific Localization
of Cyclin A and Cdk2 at Sites
of Cellular DNA Replication
throughout
S Phase
The presence and activity of several cell cycle-associated
kinases have been extensively correlated with the GllS
phase transition. As mentioned previously, it is, however,
increasingly difficult to assign specific functions to particular cyclin-kinase complexes. For this reason, we analyzed
the subcellular localization of various cell cycle proteins
implicated in the control of DNA replication to gain some
information about their possible role in vivo.
Terminally
differentiated
myotubes do not express
cyclin A and have very low levels of cyclin A-associated
cdk2 protein in their nuclei. In C2SVTts myotubes induced
to reenter the cell cycle after large T induction, cyclin
A-associated
kinase activity is restored (M. C. C., H. L.,
and G. Condorelli, unpublished data). DNA replication in
C2SVTts myotubes was induced by expression of large
T antigen, and the reinduction and localization of cyclin A
was analyzed. Indirect immunofluorescence
staining with
affinity-purifiedanti-cyclinAantibodies(Girardet
al., 1991;
these antibodies recognize a single molecular species of
the expected M, in immunoblots of myoblast extracts [data
not shown]) revealed several distinct patterns. In addition
to the formerly described dispersed nuclear distribution
with exclusion from the nucleoli (Girard et al., 1991; Pagano et al., 1992b; Pines and Hunter, 1991), we identified
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distinct patterns of punctate and ring-shaped structures
(shown at high magnification in Figure 4A). This staining
pattern was reminiscent of DNA replication patterns (Nakamura et al., 1986; Nakayasu and Berezney, 1989; van
Dierendonck et al., 1989; Fox et al., 1991; O’Keefe et al.,
1992; see also Figures lC-lE),
raising the possibility that
cyclin A might directly associate with sites of DNA replication, as described for the DNA replication protein PCNA
(Bravo and Macdonald-Bravo,
1987) and, recently, for the
murine DNA methyltransferase
(Leonhardt et al., 1992).
To test this hypothesis, cells were pulse labeled with BrdU
immediately before fixation. The distribution of cyclin A
was analyzed by staining with anti-cyclin A antibodies (Figure 2A). At least three different staining patterns could be
distinguished in this field: a dispersed distribution, a very
fine punctate pattern with numerous dots evenly distributed throughout the volume of the nucleus, and a pattern
of a few large (about l-3 pm) ring- or loop-shaped structures. Subnuclear sites of ongoing DNA replication were
visualized by costaining with BrdU-specific monoclonal
antibodies (Figure 26). Both staining patterns looked identical, and the superposition
of both (Figure 2C) indeed
revealed their colocalization. The only exception was the
nucleus showing a dispersed distribution of cyclin A. This
nucleus showed no ongoing DNA replication as assayed
by BrdU incorporation. To confirm the specificity of this
immunofluorescence
pattern further, we stained formaldehyde-fixed cells with two other polyclonal rabbit antisera
raised against the entire human cyclin A protein (Pines
and Hunter, 1990; Pagan0 et al., 1992b). These antisera
react with a single protein from mouse cell extracts whose
pattern of expression and association with cdc2-related
kinases is consistent with it being the murine cyclin A (Hamaguchi et al., 1992; data not shown). Significantly, colocalization of cyclin A with subnuclear sites of DNA replication was also observed with these two antisera(Figure
2D;
data not shown), as well as with the previous one using
different fixation methods (Figures 2E and 2F), arguing all
together against possible staining and fixation artifacts.
Again, nuclei with a dispersed distribution of cyclin A did
not show DNA replication (Figures 2E and 2F). To obtain
additional evidence, we simultaneously stained methanolfixed cultures with anti-PCNA mouse monoclonal antibody
and anticyclin A rabbit polyclonal antibody. The ring- and
dot-like pattern of cyclin A staining was coincident with
the replication-associated
PCNA pattern, and the same
was true for the dispersed nucleoplasmic
distribution in
non-S phase nuclei (Figures 2G-21). The difference between cyclin A and PCNA dispersed distributions resided
Figure 1. DNA
Expression

Replication

Structures

in Myotubes

upon

T Antigen

Induction of large T antigen in differentiated
C2SVTts myotube cultures was achieved by addition of Zn*+ and incubation
at 33% for 1
day in GM.
(A and Et) BrdU was added to the media throughout
the induction
period, and the cultures were fixed in formalin and sequentially
immunostained for large T antigen (A) with monoclonal
antibody Pablo1
(American Type Culture Collection; this antibody recognizes
only large
T and not small t) and incorporated
SrdU (6) with fluoresceinconjugated
anti-ErdU
monoclonal
antibody (8oehringer
Mannheim).
The same field is shown to illustrate the correlation
of the expression

of large T with the induction of DNA synthesis.
The BrdU-positive
nuclei
depict homogeneous
staining due to the continuous
labeling.
(C-E) BrdU was added to the media 5 min prior to methanol fixation,
and the cells were sequentially
stained for PCNA (D) with anti-PCNA
monoclonal antibody 2049 (Zymed) and BrdU (C), as described
above.
(E) is a double exposure
micrograph
of the same field, showing the
correspondence
of DNA replication foci (visualized by BrdU label) and
PCNA structures
and the absence of DNA replication
in the nuclei
with dispersedly
distributed
PCNA.

Figure

2. Cyclin

A Is Present

at Sites of Nuclear

DNA Replication

(A-C) C2SVTts myotubes incubated for 1 day in T antigen-inducing
conditions (GM plus Zn2+ at 33%) and pulse labeled with BrdU were permeabilired for 30 s with Triton X-100 and then formalin fixed and stained for cyclin A (red [A]) and BrdU (green [B]). A double exposure
in (C) shows
colocalization
of cyclin A with sites of active DNA replication.
(D-F) The same results were obtained with a different anti-cyclin
A antibody (D) and with different fixation protocols (methanol fixation in [E] and
formaldehyde
fixation in IF]), all shown as double exposures,
(G-l) CPSVTts myotube cultures induced for 1 day were methanol fixed and simultaneously
stained for cyclin A and PCNA. The same field is
shown stained for cyclin A (red [G]) or PCNA (green [HI), with a double visualization
of both in (I).
(J-L) C2SVTts myotubes were induced as described
above, except that BrdU was added continuously
during the induction period, so any nuclei
undergoing
DNA replication at any time during the induction would be labeled, as opposed to the pulse labeling, which only allows detection of
the ones actively replicating
at the time between addition of the label and fixation. The same field is shown stained for cyclin A (red [J]), BrdU
(green (K]), and cyclin A-BrdU (L). The homogeneous
staining with SrdU is an effect of the continuous
labeling. Note the nucleus that has not
started replicating
(SrdU-negative)
and displays a dispersed
distribution
of cyclin A.
Cyclin A was detected with rabbit polyclonal antiserum
(Pines and Hunter, 1990) in (D) and with affinity-purified
rabbit antibodies (Girard et al.,
1991) in the remaining stainings; PCNA, with an anti-PCNA mouse monoclonalZO49
(Zymed); BrdU, with fluorescein-conjugated
anti-BrdU monoclonal antibody (Boehringer
Mannheim).
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3. Colocalization

Sites

of CdkP and Subnuclear

DNA Replication

Foci

C2SVTts myotubes were incubated for 1 day in T antigen-inducing
conditions (GM plus Zn” at 33%). BrdU was added to the media 5 min prior
to methanol fixation, and the cultures were simultaneously
stained for cdk2 and PCNA (A-D) or cdk2 and BrdU (E-G).
(A) Survey micrograph
of a field stained for cdk2 (red) and PCNA (green), simultaneously
visualized
in this double exposure
(as yellow-orange).
(B-D) The same field at high magnification,
stained for cdk2 (red (B]) or PCNA (green [Cl), with a doubly exposed micrograph
to show better the
coincident
staining of cdk2 and PCNA (D).
(E-G) The same field, also at high magnification,
stained for cdk2 (red [El), incorporated
BrdU (green [F]), and a double exposure
for c&2-BrdU
(G). Notice that the nuclei showing dispersed
cdk2 distribution
are not replicating.
Cdk2 was detected with a rabbit antiserum
generated against a nonconserved
C-terminal peptide (Pagan0 et al., 1992b); PCNA with anti-PCNA
mouse monoclonal
antibody 2049 (Zymed); BrdU with anti-BrdU mouse monoclonal
antibody (Amersham).
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in the fact that PCNA protein could be detected in virtually
all the nuclei in the culture while cyclin A could be detected
only in a subset and at variable levels. To determine
whether this dispersed nucleoplasmic
cyclin A staining
could occur before S phase, we continuously labeled cultures with BrdU and double stained the fixed cells for cyclin
A and BrdU. Figures 2J-2L show a nucleus in an induced
myotube clearly containing cyclin A that did not yet undergo DNA replication (note that the BrdU staining is homogeneous, owing to the continuous labeling procedure).
These results indicate that the cyclin A dispersed nuclear
staining can occur prior to DNA replication.
Cyclin A is a regulatory subunit that associates with the
serinelthreonine
protein kinases cdc2 and cdk2 to form
active complexes that play key roles in cell cycle control.
Current evidence implicates cyclin A-cdk2 kinase activity
in the progression into S phase in mammalian cells (Tsai
et al., 1991; Elledge et al., 1992; Rosenblatt et al., 1992;
Pagan0 et al., 1992a, 1992b). Microinjection
of cdk2specific antibodies into cultured human fibroblasts blocks
entry into S phase (Pagan0 et al., 1993; Tsai et al., 1993).
Furthermore, the mouse FT210 cell line, a temperaturesensitive cdc2 mutant, specifically arrests in G2 phase,
indicating that the control of GllS transition is not mediated by cdc2 (Hamaguchi et al., 1992). Consequently, we
were interested in investigating the regulation of cdk2 protein in our system. Using a polyclonal rabbit anticdk2 antiserum raised against a nonconserved C-terminal peptide
(Pagan0 et al., 1992b) with the double staining method
outlined above, we studied the distribution of cdk2 in relation to PCNA in methanol-fixed
C2SVTts induced myotubes. In extracts of these cells, this antiserum recognized
a doublet of molecular mass about 34 kd (data not shown).
The simultaneous staining for cdk2 and PCNA is shown
at low magnification in a survey micrograph (Figure 3A).
This field shows the high levels of cdk2 and PCNA in these
induced nuclei, and it illustrates the perfect match between cdk2 and PCNA at replication foci. A higher magnification image presented in Figures 3B-3D allows better
visualization of the striking recruitment of cdk2 to the
same subnuclear structures to which PCNA redistributes
throughout S phase. Pulse labeling of these cultures with
BrdU and costaining with cdk2- and BrdU-specific antibodies were performed as described earlier. The results
shown in Figures 3E-3G also demonstrate the specific
localization of cdk2 at sites of ongoing DNA replication and
the absence of BrdU incorporation in the nucleus showing
dispersed cdk2 staining, which agree with the above data
on cyclin A. Similar results were obtained using a different
polyclonal antiserum or simultaneously staining for cdk2
and cyclin A (data not shown).
The experiments described so far were performed with
large T antigen-expressing
cells. To test whether the association of cdk2 and cyclin A with sites of DNA replication
is independent of large T antigen, we double stained myogenie cells grown in conditions in which tsA58 mutant large
T is not active, as well as Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts. C2SVTts
myotube cultures were induced for 8 hr by changing to
Zn*+-containing GM at 33OC followed by shifting to the
nonpermissive conditions (GM without Zn*+ at 39%) for

19 hr, as mentioned earlier. Using a different antiserum
to cdk2, also raised against a nonconserved
C-terminal
peptide (Tsai et al., 1993), we could see again coincident
staining of cdk2 and BrdU structures (data not shown).
Colocalization of cyclin A with sites of DNA replication was
similarly observed in both mouse fibroblasts and cycling
myoblasts grown in the absence of Zn*+ at 39% (Figures
48 and 4C; data not shown). The cyclin A immunofluorescence staining pattern in fibroblasts and unfused myoblasts was, however, hardly visible with conventional
microscopy. The cyclin A-containing structures were partially masked by dispersedly distributed cyclin A and could
only be detected by optical dissection with confocal laser
microscopy, which might have made this pattern difficult
to identify before. The reason for the clear visibility of the
cyclin Aand cdk2structures in myotube nuclei is unknown.
Induced myotubes represent a unique case of terminally
differentiated skeletal muscle cells that were induced to

Figure 4. Visualization
and Their Independence

of Subnuclear Cyclin A-Containing
Structures
of the Presence of Large T Antigen

(A) C2SVTts myotubes
were incubated in GM plus Znz+ at 33OC for
1 day before immunostaining
with affinity-purified
anti-cyclin A rabbit
antibodies and were analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy
for a better visualization
of the punctate and toroidal structures.
(Band C) Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts were pulse labeled with BrdU, formaldehyde fixed, and costained for cyclin A(C) and BrdU (B). Replication
patterns similar to the ones observed in the induced myotubes (A) can
be seen using confocal laser microscopy
in these mouse fibroblasts,
which are devoid of large T antigen.
Cyclin A was detected with affinity-purified
rabbit antibodies (Girard
et al., 1991), and BrdU was detected with fluorescein-conjugated
antiBrdU monoclonal
antibody (Boehringer
Mannheim).
Optical sections
were obtained using the Bio-Rad MRC-600 confocal imaging system.
Bar, 10 urn.
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DNA Synthesis

(A and B) C2SVTts myotubes were incubated for 1 day in T antigen-inducing
conditions
(GM plus iW+ at 33%). BrdU was added to the media
5 min prior to formalin fixation. Cells were sequentially
stained for cyclin 81 (red [A]) with an anti-cyclin
Bi antiserum
(Pines and Hunter, 1989)
and fdr SrdU (green [B]) with fluorescein-conjugated
anti-BrdU monoclonal
antibody (Boehringer
Mannheim).
(C and D) C2SVTts myotubes
treated as described
above were methanol fixed and sequentially
stained for cdc2 (red [Cl) with affinity-purified
rabbit antibody to C-terminal
peptide (Oncogene
Science) as above and for BrdU (green ID]) with fluorescein-conjugated
anti-BrdU
monoclonal
antibody (Boehringer
Mannheim).
Neither cyclin 61 nor cdc2 could be detected at DNA replication foci.

reenter S phase and might simply have lower levels of
dispersed cyclin A and cdk2 in their nuclei.
Absence of Cyclin Bl and Cdc2 from DNA
Replication
Foci
The results presented so farsuggest a-direct role ofcyclin
A and cdk2 in DNA replication throughout S phase in vivo.
In contrast, cyclin B-cdc2 complexes in mammalian cells
have been extensively studied and shown to play a role
in G2/M transition. Recently, however, cyclin B-cdc2 was
reported as the major RPA34 kinase, which is required for
the initiation of DNA replication in vitro (Dutta and Stillman,
1992). Therefore, we investigated the localization of cyclin
Bl using a polyclonal rabbit anti-human cyclin Bl antiserum (Pines and Hunter, 1989). This antiserum was raised
against the human protein, but it also recognizes mouse
cyclin B (Hamaguchi et al., 1992). We were unable to detect any cyclin Bl at active sites of DNA replication, assayed by BrdU incorporation of pulse labeled cultures using either induced C2SVTts myotubes (Figures 5A and
58) or asynchronously growing C2 myoblasts, which had

no detectable cyclin Bl nuclear staining during S phase
and showed nuclear staining only in some non-S phase
cells (data not shown). These results are in agreement
with previous studies localizing cyclin B predominantly in
the cytoplasm until just before mitosis (Pines and Hunter,
1991;Gallant and Nigg, 1992). During myogenic differentiation p34cdc2-associated kinase activity and protein level
decrease rapidly and are reinstated between 6 and 12 hr
after T antigen expression (Gu et al., 1993; data not
shown). We used an affinity-purified
rabbit anti-peptide
antibody to cdc2 to investigate the localization of this protein in S phase myotube nuclei. We could not detect cdc2
protein in nuclei undergoing DNA replication as visualized
by BrdU labeling (Figures 5C and 5D) or by PCNAstaining,
and the same was observed in asynchronously growing
C2 myoblasts (data not shown). Altogether, the actual levels of cyclin Bl and cdc2 are difficult to determine, since
the cytoplasm of myotubes gave relatively high background staining, but clearly neither cyclin Bl nor cdc2
protein was detected at nuclear replication foci with any
of these antibodies, both in myotubes and myoblasts.
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Figure

6. Differential

Distribution

of RPA34

and RPA70

C2SVTts myotu d e cultures were incubated for 1 day at 33°C in GM plus Zn *+, formalin fixed, immunostained,
and counterstained
for cellular DNA
with Hoechst 3’3256. Mitotic figures are marked by arrowheads,
(A-C) One field costained for RPA70 (green [A]) with monoclonal
antibody aRPA706 (Kenny et al., 1990) and cyclin A (red [S]) with affinity-purified
rabbit anti-cyclin
A antibodies (Girard et al., 1991). (C) is a double exposure to evaluate better the colocalization
of cyclin A and RPA70 structures.
(D-F) The same field viewed by conventional
and confocal microscopy
(ID] and [E], conventional;
[F], confocal), showing RPA34 (D and F), detected
by monoclonal
antibody uRPA34A (Kenny et al., 1990), and cyclin A (E), detected as described
above.
(G and H) One field showing the absence of RPA70 (red [G]) from the mitotic chromosomes
(blue [HI), detected as above.
(I-K) One field showing RPA34 distribution
(green [I]) and cdk2 (red [J]) staining using a C-terminal
rabbit anti-peptide
antiserum
(Pagan0 et al.,
1992b) and counterstained
with Hoechst 33256 (blue [K]). RPA34 is associated
with the condensed
chromosomes
in M phase, while cdk2 is not.

Distribution
of Replication
Protein A Subunits
One of the potential targets of cdks at replication foci is
RPA34. Replication protein A is required for DNA replication, and phosphorylation
of RPA34 was proposed to be.
a key regulatory event controlling the onset of DNA replication (Din et al., 1990). Addition of either clam cyclin A or
sea urchin cyclin B to a human mid-G1 cell extract stimulated its ability to support SV40 DNA replication (D’Urso
et al., 1990). In other words, there is a requirement for a
cdc-like kinase activity at the transition to S phase, and
phosphorylation
of RPA34 is known to correlate with the
onset of DNA replication. We, therefore, analyzed the distribution of RPA34 and also RPA70, using the monoclonal
antibodies aRPA70A, aRPA70B, and aRPA70C to the 70
kd subunit (single-stranded
DNA-binding
protein, RPA70)
and one monoclonal antibody, aRPA34A, to the 34 kd
subunit (RPA34) (Kenny et al., 1990). Induced CPSVTts
myotubes were simultaneously
stained for either of the
two subunits, together with cyclin A- or cdkSspecific anti-

bodies. Figures 6A-6C show colocalization of RPA70 and
cyclin A at ring- and dot-shaped DNA replication structures. Colocalization of RPA70 and cdk2 at replication foci
-. .was also observed with different antibody combinations
and fixation procedures (data not shown). These results
‘are in partial agreement with studies using a Xenopus
cell-free replication system, where RPA70 was found to
associate with pre- and early DNA replication foci (Adachi
and Laemmli, 1992). In contrast, we were not able to visualize any specific concentration of RPA34 at DNA replication structures by double staining either with cdk2-specific
antibodies (Figures 61 and 6J) or with cyclin A-specific
antibodies, using various fixation and staining protocols
(Figures 6D and 6E). This result was also confirmed by
obtaining optical sections through the nuclei with a confocal laser scanning microscope, which clearly displays a
dispersed distribution of RPA34 during S phase (Figure
6F shows the same field as Figures 6D and 6E). Further
analyses of the cellular distribution
of these proteins
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showed exclusion of RPA70 and cyclin A from condensed
chromosomes in M phase (Figures 6G and 6H; data not
shown). In contrast, RPA34 appeared to be associated
with condensed chromosomes, while cdk2 was excluded
(Figures 61-6K).
The colocalization with Hoechst-stained DNA described
in Figure 6 cannot be due to unspecific association with
DNA in general. The colocalization of cyclin A, cdk2, and
RPA70 on one hand and RPA34 on the other hand is, first
af all, very different and, second, changes along the cell
cycle. The bright Hoechst-stained spots mostly represent
concentrations of heterochromatin
(Weisblum and Haenssler, 1974; Moser et al., 1975), which are known to be
replicated late in S phase, and that is when enzymes involved in DNA replication, including RPA70, cyclin A, and
cdk2, colocalize with these structures as was described
for DNA methyltransferase
(Leonhardt et al., 1992). We
did not observe colocalization at other phases of the cell
cycle, which clearly argues against unspecific association
with DNA. However, RPA34, but not RPA70, cyclin A, and
cdk2, associates with DNA during M phase but not during
S phase (Figure 6). This is only one example to show the
very different distribution of RPA34 and cdk2-cyclin A and
their cell cycle-dependent
redistribution,
which clearly
rules out any optical spillover, antibody cross-reactivity,
or unspecific association with DNA. The very different distribution of the two subunits of replication protein A is quite
surprising,
and possible explanations
are discussed
beloti.’
Discussion
Induction of DNA Replication
in Myotubes
Terminally differentiated skeletal muscle cells are permanently withdrawn from the cell cycle and do not initiate
DNA replication upon growth factor stimulation (Kanigsberg et al., 1960; Stockdale and Holtzer, 1961; NadalGinard, 1976). We show that expression of SV40 large T
antigen causes terminally differentiated
myotube nuclei
to reenter an authentic S phase. The patterns of DNA
replication foci observed in these induced myotube nuclei
(Figures l-4) are in fact indistinguishable
from those of
cycling myoblasts and fibroblasts (Figure 4). These patterns are known to change along with S phase progression
in a characteristic way (Nakamura et al., 1986; Mills et al.,
1989; Nakayasu and Berezney, 1989; van Dierendonck
et al., 1989; Fox et al., 1991; O’Keefe et al., 1992). This
program of stage-specific DNA replication patterns is the
result of the spatial organization and redistribution of the
genome and the activation of each of the estimated 50,000
origins of DNA replication at specific times during S phase.
The visualization of typical early, mid, and late S phase
replication patterns (compare Figures l-4 with above references) indicates that myotubes retain the potentiality to
undergo a complete and well-coordinated
S phase, which
can be unlocked simply by expression of the viral SV40
T antigen. Yet, continuous expression of large T was not
required, suggesting a role in overriding a block and/or
passing a restriction point but not in actually driving DNA
replication, as in the viral infection. Large T antigen acts,

at least in part, through the inactivation and deinduction
of the retinoblastoma
protein (Gu et al., 1993; M. C. C.,
H. L., and B. N.-G., unpublished data) and other related
proteins (J. W. Schneider and B. N.-G., unpublished data).
These results, fut-thermaue, support a view of terminal differentiation as a product of active and continuous regulation (Blau, 1992; Gu et al., 1993) rather than an irreversible
default state. It will be interesting to see whether other
terminally differentiated cells can also be induced to reenter cell cycle.
Asynchronous
S Phase in Neighboring
Yyotube Nuclei
The visualization of DNA replication in myotubes also revealed a surprising degree of asynchrony. Nuclei within
the same myotube, sharing the same cytoplasm and separated by only a few micrometers, can show very different
DNA replication patterns. Figures 2A-2F, for instance,
show nuclei with a typical early replication pattern right
next to nuclei with a typical mid to late S phase pattern
and nuclei with no DNA replication at all. This asynchrony
cannot be easily explained by different expression rates
of large T antigen and/or genes induced by it, since all
nuclei share the same cytoplasm and any protein should
be equally available to all of them, unless the cytoplasm
is organized into domains, functionally separating neighboring nuclei. An extreme interpretation of the concept of
nuclear domains in muscle fibers (reviewed by Hall and
Ralston, 1989) could explain this heterogeneity
among
myotube nuclei in a way such that the mRNA would remain
preferentially associated with the nucleus and/or the translation products would be selectively “guided” back to the
nucleus the mRNA came from. Such a “homing behavior”
of nuclear proteins would impose serious limitations on
experimental
or therapeutic
approaches
using heterokaryons.
The timing for entry into S phase might also be dictated
by the nucleus itself, explaining the observed asynchrony
of DNA replication in myotube nuclei. Results in support
of this interpretation were obtained in a Xenopus cell-free
DNA replication system. Artificial nuclei, spontaneously
assembled in Xenopus egg extracts, entered S phase at
different times, even though they shared the same “cytoplasm” (Blow and Watson, 1987), while demembranated
nuclei enclosed within the same nuclear membrane entered S phase at the same time (Leno and Laskey, 1991).
These results from this in vitro replication system suggested that the nuclear membrane determines the timing
of DNA replication. Induced C2SVTts myotubes represent
a unique system to study the regulatory role of the nucleus
and the nuclear membrane in vivo. Possible roles of the
nuclear membrane are discussed below.
The Order in the Nucleus and the Link between
DNA Replication and Cell Cycle Regulation
Our understanding
of cell cycle regulation is challenged
by the continued discovery of new cyclins, cdks, and other
regulatory proteins, which often have similar biochemical
properties and overlapping substrate specificities in vitro.
It becomes increasingly difficult, if not impossible, to as-
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sign specific cyclin-cdk complexes to cell cycle phosphorylation events. The present analysis focused on the transition to S phase and the initiation of DNA replication.
Biochemical analyses have shown that the phosphorylation of RPA34 is a key event at the initiation of DNA replication (Din et al., 1990) that can be performed in vitro by
cyclin A, cyclin B, cdc2, and cdk2 (Fotedar and Roberts,
1991; Dutta and Stillman, 1992; Elledge et al., 1992). Here
we show that cyclin B and cdc2 are not present in the
nucleus during S phase (Figure 5) which is consistent
with previous studies (Pines and Hunter, 1991) arguing
altogether against their involvement in the control of DNA
replication. In contrast, cyclin Aand cdk2are induced after
reversal of terminal differentiation and are specifically localized at subnuclear sites of ongoing DNA replication in
vivo. Colocalization
was observed with DNA replication
patterns typical of early, mid, and late S phase, suggesting
that cyclin A and cdk2 act throughout S phase and not
only at the beginning. This cell cycle-dependent
redistribution of cyclin A and cdk2, which perfectly matches that
of replication protein PCNA (Figures 2 and 3) strongly
suggests a direct role of these proteins in the control of
DNA replication. This specific localization of cell cycle proteins at DNA replication foci could represent the long
sought after link between cell cycle regulation and DNA
replication. The demonstration of colocalization by itself
does not prove their involvement, but it forms a consistent
picture, togetherwith biochemical datashowing that cyclin
A and cdk2 can phosphorylate RPA34 and that phosphorylation of RPA34 occurs at the initiation of DNA replication.
The specific localization of cyclin A and cdk2 at replication
foci also fits with the observation that only RPA34 bound
to DNA in the initiation complex is a substrate for phosphorylation (Fotedar and Roberts, 1992). At this moment
we cannot rule out that cyclin A and cdk2 might, in addition
or alternatively, phosphorylate other proteins present at
DNA replication foci. Moreover, this observation does not
necessarily preclude their having additional roles, e.g., in
transcription complexes involving E2F, as suggested by
others (reviewed by Nevins, 1992).
Given the complexity of changes during Gl and S
phase, we focused this analysis on potential RPA34 kinases and, at the same time, proteins shown to be required
at the onset of S phase. However, it would not be surprising
to find other cell cycle proteins at the replication foci. Cyclin
E (isolated from human cells) and cyclin D (several different members were isolated from mouse and human
sources) are thought to be required for Gl phase progression (reviewed by Lew and Reed, 1992). In initial experiments, however, no specific localization of cyclin E at DNA
replication foci could be detected in MRC-5 or HeLa cells
(M. C. C. and E. Lees, unpublished data). Cyclin E level
was recently shown to be rate limiting for Gl progression
(Ohtsubo and Roberts, 1993) and it might also be necessary during S phase but, according to our preliminary data,
not directly at the replication centers. Other potential candidates are currently being screened.
These results contribute to a picture depicting the nucleus as a highly organized entity, where processes like
transcription, RNA processing, and DNA replication take

place in distinct nuclear foci. Here we show that this functional compartmentalization
of the nucleus can provide
valuable clues about the role of nuclear proteins in vivo.
The organization of the nucleus is most likely achieved
by a web of protein-protein
interactions assembling functionally active complexes. There is also evidence that DNA
replication complexes are associated with the nuclear matrix as well as with chromosomes (for a review see Cook,
1991). This complexity clearly defies traditional biochemical analyses, in the sense that proteins that interact in
vitro may be separated into two different nuclear compartments in vivo. This may also explain how cyclin-cdk kinases may show overlapping substrate specificity in vitro
and still precisely carry out specific tasks in vivo that are
probably not redundant. It is tempting to speculate that
cyclins control the activity of their dependent kinases by
allosteric activation as well as targeting to reactive centers
like the subnuclear replication foci. In addition, proteins
with weak interactions and low catalytic rate may be effectively concentrated in reactive centers and simultaneously
forced into a more active conformation. The specific concentration of proteins involved in the different steps of DNA
duplication at the replication site, in an assembly line
type of arrangement, creates a microenvironment
where
the efficiency of the overall process is greatly enhanced.
This would explain why it has not yet been possible to
establish an efficient in vitro mammalian DNA replication
system. Finally, many important in vivo interactions will
escape detection by coimmunoprecipitation
studies if they
are part of an insoluble complex with the nuclear matrix
and/or the chromosomes, like DNA replication complexes.
These problems could be partially solved by a detailed
analysis of the cellular localization of proteins at different
stages of the cell cycle. The cellular system described
here seems to be particularly convenient for this type of
analysis.
The License to Replicate
The precise regulation allowing each of the estimated
50,000 origins of mammalian cells to be used only once
during S phase is a prerequisite for the stable maintenance
of the genome and the genetic information. Early cell fusion experiments indicated that S phase cells contain factor(s) that can promote Gl , but not G2, nuclei to enter S
phase (Rao and Johnson, 1970). Biochemical analyses
showed that S phase cells contain a cdk that is required
for DNA replication (Roberts and D’Urso, 1988; D’Urso et
al., 1990). In this communication
we show that cyclin A
and cdk2 are specifically localized at DNA replication foci
just like replication protein PCNA (Figures 2 and 3) suggesting that the “S phase-promoting
factor,” alias “replication factor S,” should be a cyclin A-cdk2 complex. CdkP
protein is present throughout the cell cycle (Rosenblatt et
al., 1992; Pagan0 et al., 1992a, 1992b), whereas cyclin
A is induced in late Gl/early S phase and is degraded in
M phase (Pines and Hunter, 1990). This, however, cannot
explain why G2 nuclei are refractory to this stimulation,
both in fusion experiments (Rao and Johnson, 1970) and
in normal cells, which contain high levels of cyclin A and
cdk2. To investigate this problem, we analyzed the cellular
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Figure

A and CdkP at DNA Replication

7. A Model

for the Regulation

Sites

of DNA Replication

This model attempts to outline a possible role of cyclin A-cdk2
and
RPA34 in the regulation of DNA replication and by no means claims
completeness
(see Discussion).
The observation
that DNA replication
seems to occur at the nuclear matrix in replication foci is represented
by crossed double lines underlying
the complex.
Proteins depicted
are replication protein A with its 70, 34, and 11 kd subunits;
cyclin A
(A); and cdk2. DNA is represented
by thick lines, and RC comprises
all other known and unknown
proteins required for DNA replication.
(1) Unphosphorylated
form of RPA34 in the nucleus binds to DNA at
the end of GSlearly M phase and stays bound until S phase. (2) During
nuclear envelope breakdown
at mitosis, unbound RPA34 is degraded
and/or excluded
from the nucleus. (3) Sound RPA34 remains in the
nucleus during quiescence
(or terminal differentiation),
while other
replication and cell cycle factors are down-regulated.
(4-5) During Gl ,
replication complexes
assemble around the bound RPA34. (5-6) At
the onset of S phase, cyclin A-cdk2 complexes
at the replication sites
phosphorylate
RPA34 and trigger initiation of DNA replication.
(7)
Phosphorylated
RPA34 is released from replication complexes
during
elongation and remains unbound in the nucleoplasm
till the end of
G2, when it is dephosphorylated
and can again bind to DNA, marking
it for the next round of replication.

distribution of RPA34, the potential target of cyclin A and
cdk2 and necessary for DNA replication in vitro (Kenny et
al., 1990; Erdile et al., 1990). lmmunofluorescence
analysis showed colocalization of RPA70, but not RPA34, with
cyclin A or cdk2 at DNA replication foci (Figure 6). The
monoclonal antibody used for detection of RPA34 was
raised against human RPA (Kenny et al., 1990) and recognizes the mouse homolog as a doublet band of around
30-34 kd on Western blots (presumably corresponding to
the phosphorylated
and unphosphorylated
forms as described by Din et al., 1990; data not shown) as well as by
immunofluorescence
microscopy (Figure 6) but we cannot completely rule out a loss of the epitope due to conformational changes and/or masking at the replication foci.
A more likely and interesting interpretation of these results
is that RPA34 is released from the initiation complex upon
phosphorylation,
while RPA70 stays on, acting as singlestranded DNA-binding
protein and stimulating DNA replication. This proposal might seem improbable in view of
the high stability of the isolated RPA complex in vitro, but,
on the other hand, RPA70 and RPAll, but not RPA34,
were detected in recombination complexes (Moore et al.,
,199l). Moreover, all three subunits are required for the
process of SV40 replication, but RPA70 alone can stimukate DNA polymerase a (Erdile et al., 1991).

Further analysis showed that RPA34, but not RPA70,
is associated with condensed chromosomes in M phase
(Figure 6). The association of RPA34 with chromosomal
DNA may start at late G2 and may last until S phase (detailed analysis in progress). The direct or indirect binding
of RPA34 to chromosomal DNA is surprising but actually
consistent with the fact that the mouse RPA34 was fortuitously isolated and cloned as a DNA-binding protein (Nakagawaet al., 1991). Thesefeaturesof
RPA34are reminiscent of the licensing factor postulated by Blow and Laskey
(1988).
We would like to propose the following model (Figure
7), which is obviously oversimplified but tries to account
for the data presented so far. The unphosphorylated
form
of RPA34 binds to DNA during G2 phase, remains bound
until S phase, and marks DNA for replication. Unbound
RPA34 is degraded and/or excluded from the nucleus
upon formation of the nuclear membrane. In late Gl , initiation or prereplication
complexes are assembled around
the bound RPA34, which are then activated in S phase
by the cyclin A-cdk2 complexes at the replication sites.
Phosphorylation causes the release of RPA34 and triggers
DNA replication. The phosphorylated
form of RPA34 cannot bind to DNA, which ensures that the released RPA34
cannot cause a second activation of DNA replication origins. In late G2 phase, RPA34 is dephosphorylated
and
binds to DNA again. This model would explain the classical
observations by Rao and Johnson (1970): Gl nuclei are
licensed to replicate, they have DNA marked by RPA34
and might also have prereplication complexes assembled,
and they can be promoted to enter S phase by fusion with
S phase nuclei, which provide the activator cyclin A-cdk2.
G2 nuclei are refractory to this stimulation, since the DNA
is not marked by RPA34 and prereplication complex protein might be inactivated (see below). This model accommodates the postulated licensing factor as well as the S
phase-specific
DNA replication activator, in the form of a
binary control mechanism, with a marker (RPA34) identifying the DNA for replication and a triggering complex
(cyclin A-cdk2) activating the origin. Furthermore, thefactor marking the DNA does not have to be degraded after
initiation of DNA replication, as in the original licensing
factor model of Blow and Laskey (1988). It suffices that
posttranslational
modification (for instance, phosphorylation) hinders binding to the DNA and in this way prevents
rereplication.
The model presented here obviously does not account
for all possible regulatory mechanisms operating at the
onset of S phase. Studies in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae
indicated that there might be additional proteins involved
in the regulation of DNA replication. For example, the
CDC46 protein is required for DNA replication and shows a
cell cycle-dependent
distribution (Hennessy et al., 1990)
like the postulated licensing factor. We recently detected
expression of a CDC46 homolog in mouse cells (M. C. C.,
H. L., and J. McDermott, unpublished data), suggesting
that a similar regulation may exist in mammals. In addition
to these postulated regulatory mechanisms and circuits,
DNA replication is most likely controlled by posttranslational modification of other replication proteins. DNA li-
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gase I is activated at the onset of S phase (Prigent et
al., 1992), while DNA polymerase ~1.is inactivated at
the end of S phase (Nasheuer et al., 1991) by phosphorylation events. Furthermore, topoisomerase II is activated
by phosphorylation
in M phase (Ackerman et al., 1988;
Saijo et al., 1990). Moreover, other types of modification
might also be involved, e.g., the poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation
of RPA70 (Eki and Hurwitz, 1991). Whatever the final picture may look like, it will embody a complex multitiered
regulatory
network, mediated by multiple factors at
multiple levels, which all work together to ensure that DNA
is coordinately replicated once and only once per cell
cycle.
Experimental

Procedures

Cell Lines and Culture Conditions
Mouse C2 skeletal muscle cells (Yaffe and Saxel, 1977) were cultured
at 37OC in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium supplemented
with
20% fetal calf serum (growth medium, GM). C2SVTts cells (Endo and
Nadal-Ginard,
1969) were derived from this C2 cell line by stable transfection of the SV40 tsA56 gene (Tegtmeyer
and Ozer, 1971) coding
for thermosensitive
large T and wild-type small t fused to the mouse
metallothionein
I gene promoter.
Mouse Swiss 3T3 fibroblast cells
were grown at 37OC in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum.
For immunofluorescence
microscopy,
cells were seeded onto gelatin-coated glass coverslips
at a density of 3 x IO3 cells per cm2 and
allowed to attach in mitogen-rich
medium (GM). Myogenic differentiation was induced by changing the cells to Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s
medium containing 5% horse serum (differentiation
medium) and incubating at 39OC for 4-5 days. Expression
of T antigen in these fully
differentiated
C2SVTts myotubes was achieved by shifting the cells
to GM plus Zn” (0.1 mM) and incubating at 33°C for 1 day before
fixation and immunostaining.
DNA synthesis
was monitored by pulse labeling the cultures 5-10
min prior to fixation or throughout
the induction period (continuous
labeling) with the thymidine analog 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine
(BrdU,
0.1 mM; Sigma).
lmmunofluorescence
Microscopy
Unless otherwise specified, all solutions were prepared in phosphatebuffered saline with 1.5 mM MgCI, and 1 mM CaCI, (hereafter referred
to simply as PBS), all manipulations
were at room temperature,
and
all dilutions were prepared in 3% bovine serum albumin in PBS. Cells
were washed once with PBS and either fixed for 10 min in 3.7% formalin in PBS, fixed for 2 min in -20°C methanol, or first permeabilized
for
30 s with Triton X-100 in CSK buffer (100 mM NaCI, 300 mM sucrose,
3 mM MgCL, 10 mM PIPES [pH 6.81; Fey et al., 1966) and then fixed.
Formalin-fixed
cells were subsequently
quenched for 10 min in 50 mM
glycine and permeabilized
with 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min.
After blocking for 10 min in 3% bovine serum albumin in PBS, cells
were incubated
for 60 min with primary antibodies.
After extensive
washes with 0.1% Nonidet P-40 in PBS, cells were incubated for 60
min with secondary
antibodies.
These included fluorescein-conjugated goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin
G (Boehringer
Mannheim), biotinylated goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin
G, and biotinylated donkey
anti-rabbit immunoglobulins
(Amersham).
The biotinylated antibodies
were followed by incubation for 30 min with streptavidin-Texas
red
(Amersham).
Hoechst 33258 (Boehringer
Mannheim)
was used at a
final concentration
of 1 uglml in the last washes. Cells were mounted
on glass slides with glycerol containing 50 uglml n-propyl gallate.
For visualization
of BrdU incorporation,
two methods were used.
In one, the BrdU incorporated
at sites of DNA replication was made
accessible
to the antibodies
by treatment with nucleases,
while the
second procedure
relied on acid denaturation
of the DNA. In the former, cells were simultaneously
stained with other primary (rabbit) antibodies diluted in a cocktail of anti-BrdU
monoclonal
antibody with
nucleases (Amersham),
followed by secondary
antibody incubations.
In the latter, cells were first stained with a primary (rabbit or mouse)

antibody followed by the Texas red detection system as above and
sequentially fixed again, incubated for 10 min in 4 M hydrochloric
acid,
washed 10 min with PBS, and finally directly stained with fluoresceinconjugated
anti-BrdU
monoclonal
antibody (Boehringer
Mannheim)
for 60 min.
Specimens
were examined and photographed
on a Zeiss Axiophot
microscope
equipped with phase contrast and epifluorescence
optics,
using 20 x (40 x (63 x , and 100 x plan-apochromat
and plan-neofluor
lenses. Pictures were recorded on Kodak Ektar 25 and 100 films, Optical sections were obtained using the Bio-Rad MRC-600 confocal imaging system. Micrographs
were taken on Kodak Tmax 400 film.
Antibodies
The following primary antibodies were used: against cyclin A, affinitypurified rabbit anticyclin
A antibody (Girard et al., 1991) and two different rabbit anticyclin
A antisera (Pines and Hunter, 1990; Pagan0 et
al., 1992b); against cyclin Bl, rabbit anti-cyclin
81 antiserum (Pines
and Hunter, 1989); against cdk2, two different rabbit anti-cdk2 antisera
raised against nonconserved
C-terminal
peptides (Tsai et al., 1993;
Pagan0 et al., 1992b); against cdc2, affinity-purified
rabbit antibody
to C-terminal
peptide (Oncogene
Science); against large T antigen,
mouse monoclonal
Pablo1
(American
Type Culture Collecfion);
against PCNA, mouse monoclonalZO49
(Zymed); against BrdU, two
different mouse monoclonals
(Boehringer
Mannheim and Amersham);
against RPA34, mouse monoclonal
aSSB-34A (Kenny et al., 1990);
against RPA70, three different mouse monoclonal
antibodies, aSSB70A, aSSB-7OB, and aSSB-70C (Kenny et al., 1990).
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